
THE LAW-CREATIVE ROLE OF APPELLATE COURTS IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: AN EMPHASIS ON EAST AFRICA

Corrigenda

We regret that the proofs of the article by Professor Jack A.
Hiller, published at 24 (1975) 1CLQ, pp..205-254, did not reach
Professor Hiller until after the relevant issue had gone to press and
there were a number of errors in the article as published. Professor
Hiller has asked us to publish the following corrections: —
Note 2: The author of the essay entitled " The Courts and Law-
making " was Justice Breitel, and it appeared in a work entitled
Legal Institutions Today and Tomorrow, which was edited by Pro-
fessor Paulsen. In the same footnote a reference should have been
included to The Law and its Compass, by Lord Radcliffe (1960). In
the reference to that work in note 26 on page 209, the quotation
should have started with the word " surprise ".
In note 36 on page 211, in line 3, after the reference to the South
African Law Journal, the following sentence should have appeared:*
"Of course, in East Africa the courts cannot 'overrule' statutes:
see the Judicature Acts of the three countries: Laws of Kenya, Rev.
1968, Cap. 8, s. 3; Laws of Tanzania, Rev. 1965, Cap. 453, s. 2;
Laws of Uganda, Rev. 1964, Cap. 34, s. 2."
On page 213, text, line 15, the sentence: " These practices often in
fact cause an erasure of precedent..." should have read: " These,
practices often in fact cause an unseen erosion of precedent...";
five lines previously, " development of the law of subterfuge"
should have read " development of the law. by subterfuge ".
On page 219, in the fourth line of the paragraph immediately follow-
ing the heading, " Why do courts have to make law? " the reference
to Chief Justice Hughes should have been to Justice William O.
Douglas, and the opening sentence of note 82 should have read:
" Douglas, supra, n. 2 <1949) 49 Col.L.Rev. at p. 740 ". At the end
of that note, the correct citation for the report of the Geelong
Harbour case is (1974) 2 W.L.R. 507 at p. 512.
In the last line of text on page 227, the word " previously " ought
to have read " obviously ".
At the end of note 129, the reference to note 70 ought to have been
to note 82.
The reference to Rhodesia at the end of note 164 ought to have
been to Southern Rhodesia. Professor James' first name (page 245;
line 4) is Rudy.
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